Two Persian Texts Meteorology Sixth Century
comparing marked theme in english and two different ... - texts. marked theme plays a fundamental
role in the reproduction of an equivalent in the discourse through translation. in most cases it is not arranged
at random ... two persian versions were analyzed based on their thematic structure, and all marked thematic
structures were identified and investigated one by one. comparative analysis of text readability in
children's ... - since the mentioned internet software did not support the persian language, the calculation
procedure for persian texts was done manually by putting the number of variables in flesch modified formula.
the results indicated that the readability level of english text was about 22 grade levels higher than the two
persian translations. problems related to the translation of political texts - problems related to the
translation of political texts 161 text and the target text? what are the differences between them? and how
these texts will fulfill their communicative and informative role among the target readers (i.e. whether they
have the same impact without having the same context). automatic translation between english and
persian texts - writing persian texts, differing in the style of writing words, using or elimination of spaces
within or between words, using various forms of characters and so on. these all make persian texts hard to be
processed by computer. so tokenization which is one of the early steps of text preprocessing is a complex a
comparative study of the strategies employed in the old ... - in case of english and persian, languages
are alliances to each other, they have different cultures, expressions, slangs ... vinay and darbelnet stressed
that two texts by using completely different stylistic and structural methods can render a situation (cited in
munday, 2001, p. 58). in such cases they are dealing with the method with ... old persian primer 2016 harvard university - old persian and avestan are the two oldest known iranian languages. they were both
spoken several ... the extant old persian texts all date from the 6th to the 4th century. they are written in a
cuneiform script, probably invented under darius for the purpose of recording his deeds. it was the ﬁrst
cuneiform a comparative study of the readability of english ... - translation textbooks translated into
persian. two hundred and eighty four sample texts were chosen randomly and examined in terms of readability
levels; 142 sample texts from english textbooks of translation and 142 sample texts which were the
translations of the respective english sample texts. english and persian - english for specific purposes
world - are english and persian distinct in their discursive elements: an analysis of applied linguistics texts 4
studies, computer science, electric engineering, and biology. the results showed that the humanities and social
science disciplines employed more metadiscourse than the non– humanities.
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